
Development Courses, Activities and Courses for Companies
The Squadron is the only learning center of its kind in the world specializing 
in strengthening capabilities for personal, team and organizational excellence 
based on the methodologies and culture of the IAF. The Squadron’s workshops 
provide tools and solutions, taken from the world of flight and adapted to the 
civilian domain, for dealing with complex and changing realities efficiently and 
effectively. Workshops and lessons are led by senior IAF combat pilots (res.) with 
consultation from field leading experts. 

The Squadron Online:
The Squadron is now offering online combat simulator flight courses. 
Fascinating and enriching courses taken from the world of flight which focus 
on imparting flight skills, tools of excellence, and continuous improvement. 
These courses focus on providing participants with the personal skills 
and tools, that when applied to their daily life, will result in beneficial 
improvements. The Squadron uses advanced technology to ensure a 
seamless educational and experiential experience closest to the real thing.

Activities and Events for the General Public
The Squadron offers a wide range of activities for individuals or groups at all different levels.
Come for an unforgettable flight training session or join a training program that will teach 
you to fly at the highest levels. These courses promote hands on learning; giving you the 
tools to grow, improve, and overcome obstacles. Additionally, The Squadron is the perfect 
place to host your private event or celebration; Birthdays, Bar Mitzvahs, family events, 
conferences, or lectures. The Squadron team will ensure a meticulously planned and
 memorable event, adapted to satisfy your preferences. The Squadron workshops cover 
various topics at all levels, making a great gift.  

Tourists
The Squadron activities are a fascinating and unique way to get to know 
the State of Israel. Meet with fighter pilots, expose yourself to this unique 
technology, learn about the current geopolitical situation of the Middle East, 
and see the landscapes and holy sites while flying an advanced fighter jet 
simulator.

Youth Courses:

Flight combat courses for achieving personal excellence. A unique curriculum 
covering the basics of flight, familiarity with aircraft systems, debriefing 
methodologies, leadership development, decision making process, and 
developing self-confidence and personal excellence. Courses are conducted 
by senior IAF fighter pilots (res.), former combat simulator instructors, and are 
based on the methodologies of the IAF’s cultural structure.

The first and only F-16 and F-35 simulator squadron of its kind, for achieving individual and group excellence. 

The Squadron was founded to let everyone experience the thrill of flying an advanced combat simulator as well as 

to expose them to the world of the Israeli Air Force.

Our professional staff of senior IAF combat pilots (res.) and former IAF simulator instructors will guide you through 

this unique experience, give you the tools and instruction needed to achieve excellence, and expose you to the 

culture of the IAF. 

The Squadron is located in the Cinema City complex in Glilot. It was constructed to resemble a real air force 

squadron, including the F-16 and F-35 simulators.

The Squadron operates according to a typical air force squadron schedule. Put on a flight suit, receive flight 

instruction, brief your mission, fly it, then debrief your flight in accordance with The Squadron’s research 

methodology. 

 A flight simulator is a device that simulates flying in a real aircraft. The advanced simulators at The Squadron

 consist of F-16 and F-35 replicas. All buttons, switches, and of course throttle and stick are as they should be with

 an advanced screen promoting an even greater sense of reality. The Squadron’s simulators are programmed with

proprietary Lockheed Martin (F-16 and F-35 manufacturer) technology, allowing for an experience closest to the

real thing .

 Using advanced technology developed by The Squadron, formation flight consisting of multiple Squadron

simulators is possible, allowing for realistic team missions. Throughout our training sessions, various means

of  documentation will be employed, allowing for in depth analysis and research into your flight .

The Squadron’s
Courses and Activities

For more info about our programs and for booking: 074-7403333 | www.pilots.co.il

The world’s only flight simulator squadron


